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APPENDIX B: ADJUSTED AND UNADJUSTED DIFFERENCES

UNADJUSTED AUDIT DIFFERENCES

There were no unadjusted misstatements or material disclosure omissions noted during the course of our audit
engagement.

ADJUSTED AUDIT DIFFERENCES

The following is a summary of differences that were corrected by management during the course of our audit
engagement:

The audit differences which have been adjusted for, and therefore are included in the financial statements, are
documented below.

Debit (Credit)

Assets Liabilities Opening Net
Assets

Revenue /
Expense

Dr Accounts Payable

   Cr Prepayments

To reverse insurance premiums recorded as

prepaid expenses that had not been paid at the

end of the year.

$ (885,897)

$ 885,897 $ - $ -

Dr Payroll Expenses Accrual

   Cr Payroll Expenses

To adjust the accrual of payroll expenses at the end of
the year

$ - $ 303,448 $ -

$ (303,448)

Total Adjusted Differences $ (885,897) $ 1,189,345 $ - $ (303,448)
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APPENDIX C: INDEPENDENCE LETTER

April 8, 2021

Members of the Council
The Corporation of the City of Victoria

Dear Council Members:

We have been engaged to audit the financial statements of The Corporation of the City of Victoria (the “City”) for
the year ended December 31, 2020.

Canadian generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) require that we communicate at least annually with you
regarding all relationships between the City and our Firm that, in our professional judgment, may reasonably be
thought to bear on our independence.

In determining which relationships to report, we have considered the applicable legislation and relevant rules of
professional conduct and related interpretations prescribed by the appropriate provincial institute/order covering
such matters as:

Holding a financial interest, either directly or indirectly in a client;

Holding a position, either directly or indirectly, that gives the right or responsibility to exert significant influence
over the financial or accounting policies of a client;

Personal or business relationships of immediate family, close relatives, partners or retired partners, either
directly or indirectly, with a client;

Economic dependence on a client; and

Provision of services in addition to the audit engagement.

We have prepared the following comments to facilitate our discussion with you regarding independence matters
arising since April 22, 2020, the date of our last letter.

We are aware of the following relationships between the City and us that, in our professional judgment, may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence. The following relationships represent matters that have occurred
to the date of this letter.

We provide assistance in the preparation of the financial statements, including adjusting journal entries. These
services may create a self-review threat to our independence. We, therefore, required that the following safeguards
be put in place:

that management created the source data for all the accounting entries;

that management developed any underlying assumptions required with respect to the accounting treatment and
measurement of the entries; and

that management review and approve all journal entries prepared by us, as well as the financial statements.

As an additional safeguard, our file review policies require that someone other than the preparer review the proposed
journal entries and financial statements.



 



  



[Date of Approval of the Financial Statements]

BDO Canada LLP
Chartered Professional Accountants
Unit 1100 - Royal Centre
1055 West Georgia Street
Vancouver BC     V6E 3P3

This representation letter is provided in connection with your audit of the financial statements of the
City of Victoria for the year ended December 31, 2020, for the purpose of expressing an opinion as to
whether the financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects, in accordance with
Canadian public sector accounting standards.

We confirm that to the best of our knowledge and belief, having made such inquiries as we considered
necessary for the purpose of appropriately informing ourselves:

Financial Statements

We have fulfilled our responsibilities, as set out in the terms of the audit engagement dated December
14, 2020, for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with Canadian public sector
accounting standards; in particular, the financial statements are fairly presented in accordance
therewith.

The methods, significant assumptions, and data used in making accounting estimates and their
related disclosures are appropriate to achieve recognition, measurement and/or disclosure that
are reasonable in accordance with Canadian public sector accounting standards.

Related party relationships and transactions have been appropriately accounted for and disclosed
in accordance with the requirements of Canadian public sector accounting standards.

All events subsequent to the date of the financial statements and for which Canadian public
sector accounting standards require adjustment or disclosure have been adjusted or disclosed.

The financial statements of the entity use appropriate accounting policies that have been
properly disclosed and consistently applied.

We have reviewed and approved all journal entries recommended by the practitioners during the
audit. A list of the journal entries is attached to the representation letter.

Information Provided

We have provided you with:

access to all information of which we are aware that is relevant to the preparation of the
financial statements, such as records, documentation and other matters;

additional information that you have requested from us for the purpose of the audit; and

unrestricted access to persons within the entity from whom you determined it necessary to
obtain audit evidence.

We are responsible for the design, implementation and maintenance of internal controls to
prevent, detect and correct fraud and error, and have communicated to you all deficiencies in
internal control of which we are aware.

All transactions have been recorded in the accounting records and are reflected in the financial
statements.

 

 



We have disclosed to you all known instances of non-compliance or suspected non-compliance
with laws and regulations whose effects should be considered when preparing the financial
statements.

We have disclosed to you the identity of the entity’s related parties and all the related party
relationships and transactions of which we are aware.

Fraud and Error

We have disclosed to you the results of our assessment of the risk that the financial statements
may be materially misstated as a result of fraud.

We have disclosed to you all information in relation to fraud or suspected fraud that we are
aware of and that affects the entity and involves:

management;

employees who have significant roles in internal control; or

others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements.

We have disclosed to you all information in relation to allegations of fraud, or suspected fraud,
affecting the entity’s financial statements communicated by employees, former employees,
analysts, regulators, or others.

General Representations

Where the value of any asset has been impaired, an appropriate provision has been made in the
financial statements or has otherwise been disclosed to you.

We have provided you with significant assumptions that in our opinion are reasonable and
appropriately reflect our intent and ability to carry out specific courses of action on behalf of
the entity when relevant to the use of fair value measurements or disclosures in the financial
statements.

We confirm that there are no derivatives or off-balance sheet financial instruments held at year
end that have not been properly recorded or disclosed in the financial statements.

Except as disclosed in the financial statements, there have been no changes to title, control over
assets, liens or assets pledged as security for liabilities or collateral.

The entity has complied with all provisions in its agreements related to debt and there were no
defaults in principal or interest, or in the covenants and conditions contained in such agreements.

There have been no plans or intentions that may materially affect the recognition, measurement,
presentation or disclosure of assets and liabilities (actual and contingent).

The nature of all material uncertainties have been appropriately measured and disclosed in the
financial statements, including all estimates where it is reasonably possible that the estimate
will change in the near term and the effect of the change could be material to the financial
statements.

There were no direct contingencies or provisions (including those associated with guarantees or
indemnification provisions), unusual contractual obligations nor any substantial commitments,
whether oral or written, other than in the ordinary course of business, which would materially
affect the financial statements or financial position of the entity, except as disclosed in the
financial statements.

 

  



Other Representations Where the Situation Exists

We have informed you of all known actual or possible litigation and claims, whether or not they
have been discussed with legal counsel. Since there are no actual, outstanding or possible
litigation and claims, no disclosure is required in the financial statements.
We have provided you all the relevant information in order to appropriately record and disclose
We will provide to you, when available and prior to issuance by the entity, the final version of
the document(s) comprising the annual report.

We have considered the impact of COVID-19 on the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. To the best of our knowledge and belief, we have disclosed all know impacts and
risks to the City.

Yours truly,

________________________________________
Susanne Thompson, Deputy City Manager/CFO

________________________________________
Laurel Westinghouse, Manager, Accounting
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